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Time difference of arrival (TDOA) methods for acoustically localizing multiple marine mammals
have been applied to recorded data from the Navy’s Pacific Missile Range Facility in order to localize and track humpback whales. Modifications to established methods were necessary in order to
simultaneously track multiple animals on the range faster than real-time and in a fully automated
way, while minimizing the number of incorrect localizations. The resulting algorithms were run
with no human intervention at computational speeds faster than the data recording speed on over
forty days of acoustic recordings from the range, spanning multiple years. Spatial localizations
based on correlating sequences of units originating from within the range produce estimates having
a standard deviation typically 10 m or less (due primarily to TDOA measurement errors), and a bias
of 20 m or less (due primarily to sound speed mismatch). An automated method for associating
units to individual whales is presented, enabling automated humpback song analyses to be performed. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4904505]
[WWA]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Automated localization of marine mammals on the
Navy’s Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF) is important
for animal density estimation and behavior studies. Because
of the vast amount of stored acoustic data, these automated
methods must run faster than real-time in application.
Methods for localizing marine mammals using the time of
arrival (TOA) or time difference of arrival (TDOA) of
incoming transient signals produced by the marine mammals
are well established.1–7 Various implementations of these
methods with species-specific considerations are used for
localizing certain species of whales on U.S. Navy instrumented training ranges.8–12 Humpback whales have been
problematic to localize using the traditional TOA method,
which requires that vocalizations from a given animal be
uniquely matched across hydrophones in the array.
Humpback songs consist of a sequence of discrete sound elements, called units, that are separated by silence.13 Units are
typically detected from humpbacks every few seconds on the
range hydrophones. Arrival times for a given unit at the
hydrophones may differ by up to 10 s across the array. Units
from an individual are often repeated in a phrase, moreover
different individuals may make similar units. Unique association of units across hydrophones is thus challenging. A
TDOA method is hence more appropriate and here
a)
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implemented by correlating sequences of units between pairs
of hydrophones. This method is facilitated with use of the
generalized power-law (GPL) detector14 and enhanced with
a spectral “templating” procedure to characterize individual
units by extracting a fundamental for each unit and setting
the remainder of the unit spectrogram to zero. Crosscorrelations of sequences of these unit templates allow localization of multiple animals concurrently with an incorrect
localization rate of 2% or less. The techniques used are
broadly similar to those described in the multiple animal
TDOA method in Sec. III A by Nosal.7 However modifications were made to eliminate both the need for postprocessing (thus allowing for real-time localization) and the
assumption that animals vocalize frequently enough to produce traceable track lines (a track is defined as a sequence of
localizations that can be attributed to one animal). These
modifications assume that the number of vocalizing animals
in the monitored areas is moderate to low: the algorithms
can localize three marine mammals simultaneously in any
subarray, with the ability to localize additional marine mammals at the expense of a reduced number of localizations per
individual. The algorithms described are capable of operating in real-time on 14 hydrophones. When processing
recorded data the algorithms operate on the 14 hydrophones
at a rate approximately five times faster than real-time.
In addition to describing the localization methods suitable for real-time processing, a post-processing technique is
also described in which information from the localization
process is used to assign each unit in the spectrogram to
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individual whales. This added processing step is necessary
for call association because the sequences of units originally
used for localization may contain units from several whales.
Call association can be particularly advantageous to those
interested in the biological significance of song and social
sound vocalizations in relation to conspecific interactions.
Manual annotation of humpback song and social sounds is a
laborious and difficult process and therefore automating the
majority of the process is beneficial.
The objective of this paper is to describe a robust
TDOA localization technique and related call association
process focusing on humpback whale vocalizations. While
not discussed, the methods are generally applicable to other
vocalizing whale species for wide baseline array configurations if the incoming signals can be concurrently detected on
four or more hydrophones. Section II A describes the methods used for vocalization detection and feature extraction,
Sec. II B describes the cross-correlation techniques used to
calculate the TDOAs, and Sec. II C describes the modelbased approach used to convert TDOAs into position fixes.
Section II D discusses the uncertainties and limitations of the
localization process, and includes an optimization analysis
for selecting parameters used to minimize localization errors.
Section III A details the localization results for two humpback whales transiting through the PMRF range, and the
associated uncertainties in the position fixes. Section III B
describes the call association process for the same two
whales. The final section summarizes the conclusions from
this work.
II. METHODS

The PRMF range is located off the west coast of the
island of Kauai in the Hawaiian Islands. Thirty-one timesynchronized hydrophones from the PMRF underwater range
have been recorded on a sample basis of approximately two
days a month over the past several years, with additional
days of recordings associated with U.S. Navy mid-frequency
sonar training events. Hydrophone data was initially sampled
at 96 kHz and later down sampled to 10 kHz. Of these 31
hydrophones, 14 offshore hydrophones were selected for
localization purposes, ranging in depth from 3150 to 4700 m,
and covering a rectangular-shaped grid approximately 11 km
to the east/west and 52 km to the north/south. The 14 hydrophones were subdivided into four subarrays (A, B, C, D),
each containing five hydrophones as shown in Fig. 1. The
TDOAs are computed between the center hydrophone of
each subarray and the nearest four corner hydrophones. The
maximum allowable time delay between the center hydrophone and each adjacent hydrophone in the subarray is limited to the direct path propagation time between them. The
subarray configuration was chosen such that a direct path solution on four hydrophone pairs always exists across the
monitored area for the noise conditions present on the PMRF
range. Additional hydrophones were not included to reduce
computational burden. The process for obtaining whale locations can be subdivided into three steps: detection and feature extraction, cross-correlation of those features to obtain
TDOAs, and TDOA-based localization.
12
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FIG. 1. Approximate positions of PMRF hydrophones illustrating subarrays
A–D. The center hydrophone is marked on subarray D (M) and the four adjacent hydrophones (marked 1–4). Position fixes are shown for two humpback whales transiting through subarray D on March 11, 2013 (a), also
shown in expanded form (b). The inset shows a detailed portion of the western track (highlighted in red), revealing tightly clustered localization fixes.

A. Detection and feature extraction

Detection of humpback song units is accomplished
using the generalized power-law detector (GPL).14 The GPL
detector is based on the summation of band-limited spectral
content. Unlike the energy detector, the GPL algorithm uses
a higher power of the Fourier amplitude, which is appropriate when—as for humpback whales—the signal occupies a
limited, but unknown, subset of the total search frequencies
over which a signal may occur. The GPL detector outperforms energy detectors for humpback song units and has proven effective in accurately determining the start and end
times of humpbacks units in acoustic records under widely
varying ocean noise conditions and signal-to-noise (SNR)
ratios.14–16
In the detection stage, a 60 s spectrogram is bandlimited to the 150 to 1000 Hz frequency range and whitened
based on an empirical estimate of the noise level at each frequency, lk, as defined in Eqs. (10), (11) in Helble et al.14
Helble et al.: Acoustic humpback localization
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The Fourier amplitude at each frequency is then normalized
by lk; a process equivalent to removing the noise that is
time-stationary over the duration of the spectrogram.
Once a unit is detected, a templating procedure is used
to determine the relevant spectral features of the unit. The
full spectrogram is 60 s in length while the segment identified as a unit is only 1 to 2 s. The whitened Fourier amplitude
of that short segment is reshaped as a single column vector
and its noise level, l0, now across both frequency and time,
is determined using the same algorithm [Eqs. (10), (11) in
Helble et al.14]. All elements of the single column vector are
then normalized by l0.
Elements exceeding 5l0 above the referenced noise
level, l0, are set to one, and all the remainder are set to zero.
The 5l0 cutoff value was chosen based on Monte Carlo simulations discussed later in Sec. II D. After restoring the single column vector to its original matrix dimensions, the
binary reduction defines a series of “islands.” The main spectral content of the unit is identified as the single island of
largest area and remaining islands associated with the unit
are discarded. The largest island is used as a mask which is
then applied to the original whitened unit spectrogram leaving a single contour, normally the fundamental. The mask
can be applied to other powers of the Fourier amplitude as
needed in optimization. Single contours are preferred over
multiple contours because they prove more robust during the
cross-correlation process; the ability to accurately template
the harmonics of the unit is variable among the hydrophones
due to propagation effects and varying SNR. Figure 2(a)
shows the original spectrogram for the center hydrophone on
subarray D and the resulting unit templates for the center
hydrophone and the four adjacent hydrophones. The unit
templates are combined to create a sequence of units used
for the cross-correlation process, discussed in the following
subsection.
B. Cross correlation and TDOA

The generalized TDOA method described in Sec. III A
by Nosal7 operates under the assumption that TDOAs have
been established between receiver pairs. However, the
TDOA on one receiver pair does not need to be associated
with the TDOA of another receiver pair and no effort is
made to separate false TDOAs (such as incorrect pairings
from multipath or incorrect pairing of calls from different
animals). In order to vastly reduce ambiguities in localization without requiring a post-processing step, the method
discussed here is more restrictive: the center hydrophone of
each subarray acts as the “master” and therefore units
detected on the center hydrophone must also be detected on
each of the four adjacent hydrophones in order to produce a
valid localization. Additionally, sequences of humpback
vocalization units, rather than single units, are used in the
cross-correlation process in order to minimize peaks in the
TDOA that arise from incorrect call associations. These
more restrictive parameters can be used because the density
of the hydrophones is sufficiently high and the water depths
sufficiently deep that direct path transmission to each of the
five hydrophones is possible in the monitored area. The
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 137, No. 1, January 2015

FIG. 2. Original spectrogram (a) for the center hydrophone on subarray D
and the resulting template sequences, time aligned according to the highest
cross-correlation score between the center hydrophone and each of the four
corner hydrophones. Associated cross-correlation (b) revealing peak time
delays between the center hydrophone (marked M) and adjacent hydrophones 1–4 for subarray D. The inset shows the interpolation between quantized points in order to obtain a more accurate peak.

sequence of humpback units (rather than single units) can be
used in the cross-correlation with minimum degradation in
the number of resulting localizations because singing humpbacks produce units every few seconds when they are
vocally active, and so whale positions change minimally
over the duration of a sequence.13,17
Sequences of templated call units as described in Sec.
II A are used in the cross-correlation to calculate TDOAs
between hydrophone pairs representing varying time windows. An initial sequence is created on the center “master”
hydrophone with the desired fixed number of units. The
sequence is than cross-correlated with the sequences at each
adjacent hydrophone (hydrophones 1–4). The length of the
sequence and number of units contained within the sequence
at each adjacent hydrophone varies: the sequence contains
Helble et al.: Acoustic humpback localization
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all the units detected and templated that occur within the
time period of the center hydrophone sequence, plus the
direct path travel time padding. After the initial set of computations, the oldest unit is then discarded from the left end
of the center hydrophone sequence and a new unit is added
on the right (first in, first out), and the next cross-correlation
computed. This process is repeated until all units detected on
the center hydrophone have been processed. Use of a master
sequence containing a fixed number of units, but varying duration, is preferable to reliance on fixed time window sections of spectrograms, but with varying numbers of units, for
computing correlations. The latter approach is more prone to
false peaks in the TDOA matrices and the estimated time
delays between hydrophone pairs are typically less accurate.
In principle it is possible to further reduce errors in timing
delay estimates by considering all possible pairs of hydrophones within the subarray. However, to remain within the
paradigm of TDOA based on sequences of units means identifying the identical sequence on a secondary master hydrophone. Such identification requires unique call identification
of individual units and in general that is only feasible once a
target animal is already localized.
The accuracy of the average time delay inferred from
peak correlation improves with an increase in the sequence
size, as documented in Sec. II D. For a moving whale, however, the gain of that statistical improvement must be balanced against the growing divergence between the
instantaneous trajectory and the smoothed, time-mean, trajectory predicted by use of the sequence. If these two differ
by, say, 25 m, then accuracy in the latter of 5 m is a moot
point. Thus, the tradeoff of these two dictates a maximum,
preferred, sequence size, which depends upon speed of the
whale and the average interval between units. In practice,
seven units is a suitable number. For data on the PMRF
range, most such sequences last between 10 and 20 s.
The sequences in Fig. 2(a) represents a nine second snapshot in which seven units were detected on the center hydrophone while two humpback whale were traveling through
subarray D. Additional vocalizations from distant whales are
also present. The sequences are time-aligned according to the
highest cross-correlation peak between each hydrophone 1–4
and the center “master” hydrophone. Four of the seven humpback units from the center hydrophone are correctly matched
with four units on adjacent hydrophones. The full set of crosscorrelations between the center hydrophones and adjacent
hydrophones can be seen in Fig. 2(b). The peaks resulting in
the correct TDOA stand out prominently compared to the
peaks from mismatched units. The second highest set of four
correlation peaks are caused by the correlation of a unit with a
nearly identical repeated unit produced by the whale approximately seven seconds after the first unit. If single units were
used in the cross-correlation, these incorrect peaks would be as
prominent as the taller (correct) peaks.
The time series used in the processing was resampled to
10 kHz from the originally recorded 96 kHz sampling rate,
and 2048 point fast-Fourier transforms (FFTs) with a
Hamming window were used with an overlap of 512 points,
resulting in spectral bins with duration of 51.2 ms. The inset
in Fig. 2(b) illustrates the discrete values (shown as two
14
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black dots) resulting from the cross-correlation of the spectral templates with temporal bin size of 51.2 ms. Quadratic
interpolation about the discrete peaks was used to improve
the accuracy of the estimated time delays.
The generalized TDOA method described in Sec. III A
by Nosal7 describes a post-processing step in which the correct TDOAs are selected from the TDOA cross-correlogram
by connecting track lines in the image. When multiple animals are present, a feasible real time alternative is to choose
the N most prominent peaks from the TDOA crosscorrelogram, allowing up to N position fixes per sequence.
The value of N cannot exceed the sequence size and in practice should be limited to the number of peaks consistent with
position fixes of acceptable accuracy. Note that when animals are calling simultaneously in numbers greater than the
chosen value of N, only N of the animals will be localized
per sequence. Because the sequence on the center “master”
hydrophone advances by only one unit at a time, well
defined tracks for all of the animals can still be expected.
Figure 3(a) shows the TDOA cross-correlogram
between the center hydrophone and hydrophone 4 for the
full 3.5 h period in which the two humpback whales traversed the subarray. The highest peaks in the crosscorrelogram are a result of the correct cross-correlation,
while mismatched correlations are suppressed during the
entire period. The corresponding TDOA points to the crosscorrelogram are shown in Fig. 3(b) for N ¼ 3, with the highest peaks for each time step shown in red. One then has to
test all N4 combinations of delays but at most N of these can
result in valid localizations. False localizations are rare since
the space of valid time delays is a two-dimensional surface
and so a random intersection is unlikely. In practice only one
or two whales are present within a subarray during the same
time period and it suffices to use a single maximum (N ¼ 1),
which confers a notable advantage in computational
speedup. However, N ¼ 3 is perfectly feasible when needed.
C. Model-based localization

Localization using the TDOA between hydrophone pairs
is accomplished using an established “model-based
TDOA”.7,9,11,18,19 Position fixes are computed using the
least-squares difference between the measured and modeled
TDOAs, defined as
(
"
#! )
Y
2
1 
max exp
Dtij ðkÞ  D^t ij ðwÞ
LSðwÞ /
;
k
2r2ij
ij
(1)
where Dtij(k) is the kth measured TDOA that falls within a
given time step for receiver pair i,j and D^t ij represents the
modeled estimate TDOA at position w. Applying the
“master hydrophone” formulation noted previously, i is restricted to the center hydrophone of each subarray and j to
the four adjacent hydrophones. Additionally, k is restricted
to the N largest peaks from the cross-correlation of each
sequence. The variance, r2, represents errors due to receiver
position, measured TDOA, and sound speed profile (SSP).
The variances are assumed equal for all hydrophone pairs.
Helble et al.: Acoustic humpback localization
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FIG. 3. TDOA cross-correlogram (a) between the center hydrophone and hydrophone 4; the two prominent features represent the TDOA of two whales as they
travel through subarray D. The three highest cross-correlation values for each time slice are extracted from the TDOA cross-correlogram and replotted in the right
plot (b), representing Dtc4(k) in Eq. (1). The peak values are shown in red, and the second and third highest values shown in blue. The TDOAs represented here are
also generated for the center hydrophone to the three other corner hydrophones and the combination of delays are used in Eq. (1) to estimate locations.

The exponential form above is the optimal maximum likelihood estimator on the assumption that the measured delays
are independent, identical, and Gaussian distributed.
The quantities D^t ij are first computed across the search
grid based on estimated direct path travel time of ray paths20
using a historical SSP. These travel times agreed within 1 ms
of travel times predicted by both Bellhop21 and a rangedependent acoustic model.15 Distances are estimated using
the World Geodetic System (version WGS84) reference
ellipsoid.22 An initial localization is then computed by maximizing LS(w) in Eq. (1) over a grid with spacing of 50 m.
This initial localization is then refined by using the
Nelder–Meade optimization,23,24 allowing the position to
vary continuously. A more sophisticated propagation model
that incorporates multipath travel times is not needed as the
direct path is received at all hydrophones when a whale is
calling within the predefined search grid. Eliminating solutions based on multipath arrival reduces localization ambiguities without degradation in localization performance.
As remarked in Sec. II B, N ¼ 3 results in 81 candidate
sets of TDOAs. Each set of delays with the minimum leastsquared value [maximizing Eq. (1)] that meets a threshold
criteria is deemed a valid localization. Multiple approaches
exist for eliminating the few incorrect localizations that
result (for any N). The most straightforward approach is to
implement a minimum cross-correlation score for each
sequence, which ensures that multiple units within a
sequence align. A cross-correlation cutoff of 0.4 eliminates
all incorrect localizations but at the expense of reducing the
number of valid localizations by 20% to 30%. If animals
vocalize often enough to ensure that they create traceable
track lines and real-time results are not needed, then Nosal’s
method7 can also be used to eliminate the spurious points.
D. Sources of uncertainty and limitations

Monte Carlo simulations were used to characterize the
performance of the TDOA algorithm as reflected in the
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 137, No. 1, January 2015

accuracy of timing delays and the resulting position fixes. As
localization is a parameter estimation problem, the appropriate metrics of performance are the bias and the variance (or
standard deviation) of the estimates. From these simulations
emerge optimal values for control parameters in the templating and cross-correlation process that maximize the accuracy
of the timing delays and hence that of position fixes as well.
For this purpose, a simulated song was constructed from
real recorded humpback units on the PMRF range with a
repeated two unit phrase, the first a grunt at 330 Hz lasting
0.75 s, the second a tonal at 530 Hz of 1.5 s duration. Interunit spacing was varied between 2.8 and 3.1 s. The SNR of
both units was determined by adding white noise of a specified level. The case of “medium-level” noise is defined by
the band-limited (restricted to the 150–1000 Hz frequency
range over which the GPL detector operates) root-meansquare SNR values of 10.6 dB for the grunt and 7.8 dB
for the tonal. The SNR value for the grunt invariably generates a test statistic above threshold for the GPL algorithm.
However, about 5% of the time, the detected duration drops
below 0.35 s and such units are discarded as false positives.
At the SNR level of the tonal, the missed detection rate is
about 10%. This higher rate arises both from occasional failure of the test statistic to rise above threshold and/or dropping below the duration limit, when the unit is fragmented in
the spectrogram. Figure 4 exhibits instances of all these
shortcomings. In practice, real humpback signals originating
from within the range always contain SNR values of this
level or higher over all noise levels recorded on the range.
The templating threshold value of 5l0 described in Sec. II A
is thus set at an appropriate level for templating nearly all
direct-path arrival units originating from within the range.
The major shortcoming of these Monte Carlo runs is that
transmission loss on the range is not modeled. While all five
hydrophones thus receive identical signals, the noise realizations are independent and hence statistical variability occurs in
the detection and templating process between hydrophones.
Helble et al.: Acoustic humpback localization
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FIG. 4. Example spectrogram and related time-aligned sequences used in
the Monte Carlo simulations for the medium-level noise benchmark case
(B1). The sequences are aligned according to highest cross-correlation score
for the center hydrophone to each of the four corner hydrophones. Band limited spectrograms around the strongest harmonic vary between 62 dB.

For each trial, the location of the vocalizing whale was
determined from a two-dimensional Gaussian spatial probability density function (pdf) with rx ¼ ry ¼ 1 km and centered at a point 9.25 km NW from the center hydrophone of
subarray D. Time delays were determined from the detection, templating, and resulting cross-correlation of sequences
of the simulated song units. These empirical TDOAs were
substituted into Eq. (1) and the least squares position estimate determined from the best match with predicted direct
ray path travel times. The resulting position estimate was
then compared against the known vocalization origin point.
Many parameters in the detection, templating, and crosscorrelation process affect the accuracy of the timing delays.
Based on numerous Monte Carlo simulations, as well as application to real data from the PMRF range, it was determined
that the best results are obtained by (1) characterizing units by
a single harmonic, (2) basing correlation on (normalized)
Fourier amplitude (not amplitude squared) within that harmonic, (3) using quadratic interpolation of the digitized correlation data to refine the peak, (4) using a sequence of seven
calls, and (5) using an FFT length of 2048 with an overlap of
75% (bin spacing of 51.2 ms). These parameters define the
“benchmark case.” Altering any of conditions (1)–(3), or relaxing (4) or (5) (i.e., reducing the sequence size or decreasing
the FFT overlap), all degraded the performance.
While it might be thought that increasing the overlap
beyond the stated 75% would monotonically improve
results, finer temporal resolution at fixed FFT length does
not improve the accuracy in determining peak correlation
time. Statistics for an overlap of 93.75%—a bin spacing of
12.8 ms—are worse. However, doubling the FFT length to
4096 while increasing the overlap to 93.75%—a bin spacing
of 25.6 ms—does improve accuracy, but only slightly, while
the CPU time increases substantially.
16
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Table I characterizes performance of the TDOA algorithm for various choices of model parameters in terms of rt,
the standard deviation for time delay errors, rx, the standard
deviation of the local Cartesian expansion of latitude, and
ry, the standard deviation of the local Cartesian expansion of
longitude. Further comments on characterizing the error
appear shortly. Each case represents 1000 trials.
The benchmark case is shown for medium-level noise
(B1), low-level noise (defined to be 3 dB down from
medium-level noise) (B2), and for the zero noise limit (B3).
The zero noise limit case represents the irreducible, intrinsic,
errors associated with the benchmark parameter set (1)–(5).
The increase in rt above this scales linearly with energy in
the noise (a factor of 4 from the low-level to medium-level
noise case).
Additionally, errors are shown when the benchmark
case Fourier amplitude templates are replaced with Fourier
amplitude-squared (energy) (T1), and when the templates
are solely based on shape (T2). Note that using only the
shape as used by Tiemann et al.11 is notably worse. While
results in Table I for (T1) are equivalent to (B1), in application to real data, (T1) yields appreciably fewer position fixes
and this observation, rather than the Monte Carlo simulations, is the basis for defining amplitude as the benchmark.
Finally, errors are tabulated for varying sequence size
with two calls per sequence, containing both the grunt and
tonal (S1), and single call sequences for the grunt (S2) and
tonal (S3). Note for the single call, the delay errors are considerably worse for the tonal, which exhibits nonnormal statistics with a fat tail, probably arising from call
fragmentation.
For the eight cases reported here, a total of 32 time differences of arrival exist for the four hydrophone pairings.
The corresponding sample means all lie within 61.5 times
the standard error of the mean, consistent with a uniform
assumption of zero bias for the TDOA algorithm, as well as
the position fixes subsequently estimated.
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of benchmark
timing delay errors (B1–B3 in TablepI)ﬃﬃﬃ can be fit by the normal form, UðtÞ ¼ 1=2ð1 þ erfðt=rt 2ÞÞ. For the mediumlevel noise benchmark case rt ¼ 4.85 ms. This zero bias fit
satisfies the two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) null hypothesis test at a significance level of 0.05 and hence justifies
use of the Gaussian distribution in the expression for the
maximum likelihood estimator in Eq. (1). Zero bias in the
TABLE I. The standard deviation for time delay errors rt and the standard
deviation of the local Cartesian expansion of longitude rx and latitude ry for
various cases used in the Monte Carlo simulations.
Case

Description

Noise level

rt

rx

ry

B1
B2
B3
T1
T2
S1
S2
S3

Benchmark
Benchmark
Benchmark
Energy
Shape
Two unit
Single grunt
Single tonal

Medium
Low
None
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

4.85 ms
1.69 ms
0.61 ms
4.84 ms
9.53 ms
11.40 ms
9.06 ms
42.61 ms

6.43 m
2.25 m
0.98 m
6.52 m
12.95 m
15.84 m
11.48 m
58.44 m

5.58 m
1.96 m
0.64 m
5.68 m
11.16 m
13.12 m
10.76 m
48.75 m
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timing errors implies zero bias in estimates of longitude and
latitude from Eq. (1). The zero bias spatial expectation is
confirmed by the K–S test for the respective normal form cdf
benchmark fits with U(x) using rx ¼ 6.43 m for latitude and
U(y) with ry ¼ 5.58 m for longitude in the medium-level
noise case. It is useful to combine the last two standard deviqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ations as a single measure, rd ¼ ðr2x þ r2y Þ=2 ¼ 6:02 m.
The related pdf for random vector lengths in the plane is the
general Rayleigh distribution with variance ð4  pÞ r2d =2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ 15:58 m2 and the mean given by d ¼ rd p=2 ¼ 7:55 m.
These values are to be compared to a sample variance of
15.46 m2 and sample mean of 7.54 m. This Rayleigh distribution is plotted in black and green for the medium-level
and low-level noise benchmark cases (B1, B2) in Fig. 5, and
the purely empirical pdf’s for other cases (T1, T2, S1) are
shown in red, blue, and purple, respectively. While (T1) and
(T2) are also arguably Rayleigh distributions based on the
K–S test, case (S1), the two unit sequence, is manifestly not:
it has a tail that decays with a controlling factor of
expða dÞ rather than expða d 2 Þ. The time delay errors in
that case also have a long tail, one not modeled by U(t).
Without a database of known source locations and
accompanying time series, the only way to characterize the
distribution of time delay errors is with Monte Carlo simulations. How that distribution translates into errors for latitude
and longitude is then directly a function of the array geometry and the sound speed profile. The standard deviations for
the errors in position can be calculated by minimizing a
quadratic approximation of Eq. (1) based on a first order
expansion for D^t ij ðwÞ. Therefore, it is possible to obtain
localization error estimates over the entire array, rather than
just the small region to which the Monte Carlo results were
limited. The expected localization errors in latitude and
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FIG. 5. Probability density function (pdf) localization errors are shown for
the benchmark cross-correlation and TDOA parameters for medium-level
noise (black) and low-level noise (green) and several alternative cases discussed in Sec. II D. The symbols (B1, B2, T1, T2, S1) correspond to the
descriptions in Table I.
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FIG. 6. Theoretical calculation of the standard deviation of horizontal localization errors rx (a) and vertical localization errors ry (b) as a function of
longitude and latitude for correlated random timing delay errors in Eq. (1).
Approximate locations for hydrophones (1–4) and center hydrophone (M)
are shown for subarray D. The Monte Carlo simulations for distance errors
were limited to the 1 km radius patch marked by the white circle.

longitude for subarray D are shown in Fig. 6, with the
Gaussian patch for the Monte Carlo simulations marked by a
white circle. For the benchmark case (B1) the theoretical
predictions using rt ¼ 4.83 ms are rx ¼ 6.51 m and
ry ¼ 5.67 m. These agree with the Monte Carlo values of
6.43 and 5.58 m to within expected error for 1000 trials.
Since the position errors scale linearly with rt, the general
patterns in Fig. 6 show the relation of position errors for any
of Monte Carlo simulations except S1–S3 relative to their
magnitude in the rest of the domain for any noise level. As
anticipated, errors are largest in the corners and rise sharply
outside the borders of the array, though longitude is more
sensitive to the east and west and latitude to the north and
south.
All the Monte Carlo results were obtained with a spatially stationary whale. Generally, however, the whale is
moving along a fairly linear trajectory at a nearly uniform
speed. It can be anticipated that such movement degrades
the accuracies noted previously. To address this issue, a simulation of 2000 trials was run for the benchmark case (medium-level noise, seven unit sequence, correlation on
amplitude) with the position of the whale at t ¼ 0 chosen as
above, but also an azimuth selected from a uniform distribution on (0 , 360 ). The whale was assumed to travel at
Helble et al.: Acoustic humpback localization
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6 km/h along a great circle with the given azimuth. For a
sequence of calls that spans 18 s, the change in position is
thus 30 m. The standard deviation in timing delay increases
from 4.85 to 5.40 ms, the mean position error from 8.49 to
9.00 m. Comparable adjustments can be expected for the
other cases, with their rank order unchanged.
Finally, as noted above, the time delay errors are well
modeled as identically distributed normal random variables.
It turns out that they are not, however, independent, presumably because the center hydrophone is common to all four
TDOA estimates. Equation (1) is therefore not the best linear
unbiased estimator. Rather one should incorporate the
inverse of the covariance matrix in the quadratic form inside
the exponential. In general the elements of this matrix would
depend upon both position in the subarray owing to path dependence of transmission loss, an effect not modeled in the
Monte Carlo simulations, and also background noise level.
The issue merits further investigation but one can note that
the changes to Fig. 6 based on a simple model covariance
matrix for the idealized case of the Monte Carlo simulations
are modest, with the qualitative variation across the array
unchanged.
The goal of the Monte Carlo simulations was to identify
optimal methods for estimating time delays from measured
time series. But the other half of the problem, predicting
time delays, rests on data with other sources of uncertainty,
namely the sound speed profile with depth and range, and
hydrophone locations and depths. The sound speed profiles
shown in Fig. 7(a) were used to calculate the standard deviation and bias for local Cartesian coordinates x and y when a
sound speed mismatch is used. The extremal profiles (red
and green) represent the variation for 23 measurements taken

over all months and spanning several years, while the blue
profile is an SSP for February 2013. For the medium-level
noise benchmark case (B1), the standard deviations rx and
ry are unchanged when exact measured time delays were
computed from the blue SSP and the predicted time delays
were based on the green SSP. A second effect of uncertainty
in sound speed is the bias in position fixes. This point is
illustrated in Fig. 7(b), which shows the bias in the local
Cartesian coordinates x and y that results from minimizing
Eq. (1) with exact measured time delays computed from the
blue SSP and predicted time delays based on the green SSP.
The displacements in this case are of the same order as the
errors rx and ry, but the former vary gradually, on a scale of
a few km, while the latter vary from one position fix to the
next. This disparity means that detailed features in whale trajectories are preserved and merely displaced with a nearly
rigid translation. Note that variation between the blue and
green SSPs is typical over the course of a month. The maximal variation over all measured seasons and years, i.e. measured time delays from the red SSP and the predicted time
delays from the blue SSP, increases the scale in Fig. 7(b) by
a factor of 4.
A second source in bias arises from the uncertainty in
depth of the vocalizing animal. The contours for this bias are
broadly similar to those in Fig. 7(b). In the specific case of a
whale vocalizing at 100 m depth but assumed to be at 5 m
depth there results an induced horizontal root-mean-square
bias of 6.1 m averaged over the area enclosed by subarray D.
In the case of the PMRF range, hydrophone locations
and depths are well characterized, so errors in hydrophone
positions were not explored. In experiments where either
sound speed or hydrophone locations are less well known,
note that one can bootstrap to good effect by, for example,
allowing the locations of n – 1 hydrophones to vary while
holding one fixed and maximizing LS(w) in Eq. (1) for 2n
(or more) position fixes simultaneously. When both sound
speed and hydrophone locations are poorly known, bootstrapping will generally yield families of solutions for hydrophone locations and sound speed, rather than a single
optimum. As in the case of sound speed mismatch the standard deviations rx and ry are unchanged.
III. RESULTS
A. Localization

FIG. 7. Representative sound speed profiles (a) showing a February 2013
cast (blue) and maximal variation (red and green) for 28 measurements over
multiple years and all seasons at PMRF. The variation between the blue and
green curves is representative of typical variation observed over the course
of a month on the range. The bias for local Cartesian coordinates x (left
plot) and y (right plot) as a function of longitude and latitude is shown in the
lower plots (b) for subarray D. For the bias shown, the blue sound speed profile is assumed to be the actual in situ profile, but the green sound speed profile is used to calculate the predicted time delays. Approximate locations for
hydrophones (1–4) and center hydrophone (M) are shown for subarray D.
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Figure 1 shows the track lines of the two humpback
whales that are associated with the template and TDOA
examples in Figs. 2 and 3. A total of 3500 valid localizations
were computed over the course of 3.5 h. Post-processing
(discussed in Sec. III B) reveals that 877 localizations can be
assigned to individual units for the western track, and
1060 units can be attributed to the eastern track. Because
sequences of units are used to calculate the localizations, an
individual unit can contribute to multiple localizations, and
hence the higher total localization tally. The average estimated inter-call interval for the western track based on the
detected units is 3.3 and 3.2 s for the eastern track. Manual
inspection of the original spectrograms over the same period
reveals an inter-call interval of song units of approximately
Helble et al.: Acoustic humpback localization
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3 s for both whales, suggesting that valid localizations are
calculated for nearly every unit produced. A few clusters of
incorrect localizations can be seen in Fig. 1, totaling 25
points over a period of 22 h. As noted earlier, such incorrect
localizations can be eliminated by implementing a crosscorrelation minimum of 0.4 during the calculation of
TDOAs, but the number of valid localizations drops from
3500 to 2500. Even with this reduction, both track lines
remain well defined with multiple localizations every minute
during intervals of vocalization. The incorrect localizations
could also be easily removed by implementing one or both
of the post-processing steps outlined by Nosal,7 with the
advantage of keeping all valid points along the track line.
The methods outlined in this paper were used to process
a total of 40 days of recordings on the PMRF range over the
months of December through May, spanning the years from
2011 through 2014. Thirty-one unique humpback track lines
were found in the recordings. Manual inspection of the
TDOA cross-correlogram revealed that all calling humpbacks in the vicinity were localized consistently. A surprisingly large proportion of detected units originate from offrange locations. While exact position fixes cannot be calculated, analysis suggests these calls originate from near-shore
and potentially propagate up to 60 km in some cases. If analysis were done on single hydrophones within the range, the
animal density could easily be overestimated in the study
area, due to the non-random distribution of animals. The
processing of all four subarrays was accomplished five times
faster than real-time on a standard dual-core computer with
2.2 GHz processors. A slight time delay is required to amass
enough units to construct the sequence, but on average, this
delay is on the order of 20 s or less for actively calling
whales.
While no data exist to ground-truth the localization
coordinates produced from the recorded data, some aspects
of the results indicate that the localization accuracies are
consistent with those estimated from the Monte Carlo simulations. The inset in Fig. 1(b) shows very tightly clustered
localization points along the presumed track. Fitting a trajectory through this trajectory, it was found that no point deviated by more than 100 m from the track, and the standard
deviation from the track line was 17 m. These results are
consistent with the error estimates predicted from the Monte
Carlo simulations. Additionally, during the development of
the sequencing process, various sequence sizes were considered. The sequence size can be increased beyond seven,

though with diminishing return. A trial computation with a
twelve-call sequence for real data from the PMRF range
does show perceptibly tighter grouping, particularly in the
eastern (off-range) trajectory of Fig. 1(b). However, of some
3500 position fixes based on the same initial unit, latitudes
for the twelve-call sequence show an 8.7 m bias to the north
and 1.02 m bias to the west. The twelve-call sequences last
an average of 10.6 s longer and the northward bias is consistent with a mean northward velocity of 5.9 km/h. The whale
on the western track averages 6.7 km/h northward, that on
the eastern track averages 5.2 km/h northward. An approximately an equal number of calls are detected from each track
and hence the overall bias is accounted for to within a few
percent by the average these two speeds. The westward bias
is similarly explained. Independent localizations for the
western track were computed using both subarrays C and D
as the whale transited across the subarray border. A total of
357 localizations from subarray C were compared to positions from subarray D interpolated for the same time (referenced to the whale’s position). The comparison yielded a
localization agreement with standard deviation of r ¼ 9.8 m.
The observed cluster tightness, the velocity estimates from
sequence comparison, and the agreement of independent
localizations all provide excellent evidence that the Monte
Carlo simulations with time delay errors of 5–10 ms give a
realistic estimate of expected errors. Additionally, the humpback transiting speeds noted above are consistent with observational data for transiting humpback whales.25
B. Call association

Once whale tracks have been established, it is possible
to post-process the acoustic data and assign humpback song
units within a spectrogram to individual singers. The general
procedure is to first calculate the expected TDOA between
the center hydrophone to adjacent hydrophones for all locations along the track line. Next, the cross-correlation score
for each individual unit is calculated between the master
hydrophone and each adjacent hydrophone in the vicinity of
the expected delay, allowing for a variation of 65 ms. If the
unit has a cross-correlation score of 0.4 or higher on at least
two hydrophone pairings, then the unit is assigned to the
individual whale on the track of interest. Figure 8(a) shows
the original spectrogram on the center hydrophone for subarray D, containing song from the two whales whose tracks are
shown in Fig. 1, with the song from at least one more distant

FIG. 8. Spectrogram from the center
hydrophone of subarray D (a) recorded
during vocalization of two humpback
whales as they transit through the subarray (shown in Fig. 1), with additional
distant whale vocalizations present.
The same spectrogram (b) shown with
automated color contours drawn representing the whale from the western
track (green) and the whale from the
eastern track (purple).
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automatically obtain cue rates from existing data sets.
Obtaining information on cue rates over a variety of social,
spatial, temporal, and environmental conditions is a crucial
component for calculating animal densities from passive
acoustic data.
FIG. 9. Automated extraction of humpback units (shown in template form)
relating to the western whale track from Fig. 1. Inter-call intervals have
been suppressed so that the song sequencing is clearer (actual elapsed time
is approximately 10 min).

whale also present. Figure 8(b) shows a grayscale image of
the same spectrogram, with the detected unit contours from
the templating procedure discussed in Sec. II A highlighted
in green for the western track whale and magenta for the
eastern track whale. The low frequency units from the third
more distant whale occasionally overlap in time and frequency with the units produced by the other two whales, and
so sometimes a contour is merged across units originating
from two separate whales. While not perfect, this automated
assignment of most units to individual whales can be helpful
for biologists interested in annotating humpback song, or
examining the relationship of song production between conspecifics. Figure 9 shows the templates of the song sequence
assigned to the western whale, with the time between units
removed. Manual analysis shows that approximately 90%
of the units produced by the western whale are templated and assigned correctly, and no units from other
whales are included (unless a unit overlaps in space/time
with a unit originated from the western whale, in which
case some of the contour can be included). Using this
technique, automatically extracted relevant song information can be used for analysis. Currently, the center, lowest, and highest frequency of each templated unit is
automatically saved. This information may prove useful
for automatically harvesting large-scale statistics on
humpback calling patterns.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The techniques outlined in this paper prove to be effective for localizing humpback whale vocalizations on 14
hydrophones five times faster than real-time on the PMRF
range with a predicted high level of spatial accuracy. The
localization process is robust over a wide range of environmental and noise conditions, and has been shown to work on
data collected in the months of December to May over multiple years. Although not discussed in detail, the GPL detection and templating procedure is general enough to be
readily adapted to other types of marine mammal vocalizations, and so the same process for obtaining TDOAs between
hydrophone pairs can be ported to other species. The modelbased localization method outlined in this paper is built on
many of the same principles described in other peerreviewed publications, and has proven to work well over a
variety of species, array configurations, and bathymetric and
environmental conditions. The post processing methods outlined for call association could prove helpful for matching
vocalizations to individual whales, even in the presence of
multiple calling animals with similar vocal patterns. One
obvious extension of the call association process is to
20
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